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This book explores how multi-life stories served to construct,
communicate, and challenge ideas about karma and rebirth within
early South Asia.
A contemporary and provocative examination of the life of the
Buddha highlighting the influence of women from his journey to
awakening through his teaching career--based on overlooked or
neglected stories from ancient source material. In this retelling of
the ancient legends of the women in the Buddha’s intimate circle,
lesser-known stories from Sanskrit and Pali sources are for the first
time woven into an illuminating, coherent narrative that follows his
life from his birth to his parinirvana or death. Interspersed with
original insights, fresh interpretations, and bold challenges to the
status quo, the stories are both entertaining and thoughtprovoking—some may even appear controversial. Focusing first on
laywomen from the time before the Buddha’s enlightenment—his
birth mother and stepmother, his co-wives, and members of his
harem when he was known as Prince Siddhartha—then moving on to
the Buddha’s first female disciples, early nuns, and to female
patrons, Wendy Garling invites us to open our minds to a new
understanding of their roles.
“In the full bloom of spring, in a beautiful garden, in a place called
Lumbini, a prince was born.” So begins the extraordinary story of
the life of Siddhartha Gautama, the prince who would become the
enlightened Buddha, the Awakened One. This classic tale follows
Prince Siddhartha’s journey of truth-seeking and discovery,
including his life-altering encounters with human suffering and his
realization of the Four Noble Truths. Today, millions of people all
over the world follow the Buddha’s teachings on meditation,
selflessness, and compassion. Rendered here in exquisite original
watercolor illustrations, this inspiring story is brought to life for
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young readers curious about one of history’s most monumental and
influential figures.
One of the most important texts in the literature of Buddhism, this
collection contains 47 stories that celebrate the previous lives of the
Buddha, each offering fascinating insights into the mind and heart
of Buddhism. Translated and edited by a distinguished Western
scholar of Buddhism.
Zen at War
Tales of Wisdom, Compassion and Mindfulness to Read with Your
Child
40 Activities, Meditations, and Stories for Everyday Calm,
Happiness, and Awareness
The J?taka
Jataka Or Stories of the Buddha's Former Birth
Jataka Stories in Theravada Buddhism

Easy, fun, and everyday Buddhism
activities for kids With a busy
schedule of school, sports, and time
with family and friends, growing up can
be stressful and confusing--but that
confusion can transform into curiosity
and excitement about the world and your
place in it. Buddhism for Kids shows
you how Dharma, or Buddhist principles,
can help you find your center and feel
more aware of the world around you.
Using easy-to-follow meditations for
kids, interactive projects, and
illustrated versions of classic
Buddhist stories, Buddhism for Kids
makes learning Dharma easy and fun,
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categorizing each activity by Morning,
Day, or Night so you can practice at
your own pace. Buddhism for Kids
includes: DIY Dharma--Explore your own
Truths through fun games and creative
activities based on the teachings of
Buddhism. Stepping stones--Find
relaxation with unique meditations you
can do on the way to school, at lunch
time, or right before bed. Anytime
story--Follow along with imaginative,
illustrated retellings of Buddhism
stories--each including a short moral
to reflect on. Make your own spiritual
path with Buddhism for Kids, the kidfriendly guide to everyday peace of
mind.
A compelling history of the
contradictory, often militaristic, role
of Zen Buddhism, this book meticulously
documents the close and previously
unknown support of a supposedly
peaceful religion for Japanese
militarism throughout World War II.
Drawing on the writings and speeches of
leading Zen masters and scholars, Brian
Victoria shows that Zen served as a
powerful foundation for the fanatical
and suicidal spirit displayed by the
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imperial Japanese military. At the same
time, the author recounts the dramatic
and tragic stories of the handful of
Buddhist organizations and individuals
that dared to oppose Japan's march to
war. He follows this history up through
recent apologies by several Zen sects
for their support of the war and the
way support for militarism was
transformed into 'corporate Zen' in
postwar Japan. The second edition
includes a substantive new chapter on
the roots of Zen militarism and an
epilogue that explores the potentially
volatile mix of religion and war. With
the increasing interest in Buddhism in
the West, this book is as timely as it
is certain to be controversial.
Recounts the life of Prince Siddhartha,
describing how he became Buddha as well
as his spiritual beliefs and practices.
A Buddhist story spoken by Venerable
Master Miao Lien
Or, Stories of the Buddha's Former
Births
Path of Compassion
A Yogi's Guide to Joy
The Ten Great Birth Stories of the
Buddha
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A Monastery Within
Buddha at Bedtime
As the category of women’s spirituality continues to
grow, The Buddha’s Wife offers to a broad audience
for the first time the intimate and profound story of
Princess Yasodhara, the wife Buddha left behind, and
her alternative journey to spiritual enlightenment.
What do we know of the wife and child the Buddha
abandoned when he went off to seek his
enlightenment? The Buddha’s Wife brings this rarely
told story to the forefront, offering a nuanced portrait
of this compelling and compassionate figure while also
examining the practical applications her teachings
have on our modern lives. Princess Yasodhara’s
journey is one full of loss, grief, and suffering. But
through it, she discovered her own enlightenment
within the deep bonds of community and “ordinary”
relationships. While traditional Buddhism emphasizes
solitary meditation, Yasodhara’s experience speaks of
“The Path of Right Relation,” of achieving awareness
not alone but together with others. The Buddha’s Wife
is comprised of two parts: the first part is a historical
narrative of Yasodhara’s fascinating story, and the
second part is a “how-to” reader’s companion filled
with life lessons, practices, and reflections for the
modern seeker. Her story provides a relational path,
one which speaks directly to our everyday lives and
offers a doorway to profound spiritual maturation,
awakening, and wisdom beyond the solitary, heroic
journey.
A beautifully illustrated collection of classic Buddhist
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tales that will calm your child’s mind before
bedtime—complete with a series of mindfulness
meditations for kids and their parents Growing up in
the modern world, our children have to cope with an
ever-increasing amount of stress, which can feel
worrying to both them and us. The ancient wisdom of
Buddhism, with its emphasis on peace, mindfulness
and compassion, is the ideal basis for helping any child
face these challenges with inner confidence and calm.
Building on the age-old art of storytelling, this
beautiful book retells eighteen ancient Buddhist tales
in a way that is thoroughly fun and accessible to
children. Featuring original, full-page illustrations, the
stories will transport children into imaginary worlds of
enlightenment and discovery. Here, they will meet all
sorts of delightful characters and discover easy-tounderstand Buddhist messages that will empower
them to think about how they can apply values such as
patience, honesty, authenticity and generosity in their
own lives. Designed either to be read aloud by parents
to their 4–8-year-olds, or to be read by the older age
range on their own, these compelling narratives help
to focus and calm the mind, providing a soothing
transition into sleep. The selection of gentle
mindfulness meditations at the end provides an extra
practical dimension that can be used at any time to
help enhance a sense of a calm and contentment.
This is the first complete English translation in over a
century of the ten great j taka tales covering the
Bodhisatta's final adventures in the human realm
before his ultimate life and enlightenment as the
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Buddha. Introductory comments to each story provide
background and analysis. A general introduction
explores themes and the stories? role in Buddhist art
and practice. Color images show the stories? centrality
in the Buddhist visual landscape of Southeast
Asia.These definitive new translations reestablish the
stories as ancient literary treasures of South Asia.
Readers will be delighted by their magic and intrigue,
philosophical insight, and deep roots in the religious
and cultural world of the Buddha.
Path of CompassionStories from the Buddha's
LifeParallax Press
Stories from the Buddha's Life
Buddhism for Kids
Divine Stories
The Story of the Father and His Son - Buddhist Stories
Vol 3
The Story of Mu
The Story of Buddhism
We do not know if the Buddha could read or write. He left
nothing other than the oral stories of his life, his inspiration
and his teachings, passed from generation to generation.
Later, his words and the incidents of his life were preserved
for us on fragile palm leaves. These stories are as fresh and
relevant today as they were when told under the cool
moonlight of India 2,500 years ago. This collection of
timeless, well-loved stories from the life of the Buddha is
presented with simple elegance by Saddhaloka.
There was an old woman in China who had supported a
monk for over twenty years. She had built a little hut for him
and fed him while he was meditating. Finally she wondered
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just what progress he had made in all this time. To find out,
she obtained the help of a girl rich in desire. “Go and
embrace him,” she told her, “and then ask him suddenly:
‘What now?’” The girl called upon the monk and without
much ado caressed him, asking him what he was going to do
about it. “An old tree grows on a cold rock in winter,” replied
the monk somewhat poetically. “Nowhere is there any
warmth.” The girl returned and related what he had said.
“To think I fed that fellow for twenty years!” exclaimed the
old woman in anger. “He showed no consideration for your
need, no disposition to explain your condition. He need not
have responded to passion, but at least he could have
evidenced some compassion.” She at once went to the hut of
the monk and burned it down. This Zen classic includes the
following stories: 1. A Cup of Tea 2. Finding a Diamond on
a Muddy Road 3. Is That So? 4. Obedience 5. If You Love,
Love Openly 6. No Loving-Kindness 7. Annoucement 8.
Great Waves 9. The Moon Cannot Be Stolen 10. The Last
Poem of Hoshin 11. The Story of Shunkai 12. Happy
Chinaman 13. A Buddha 14. Muddy Road 15. Shoan and
His Mother 16. Not Far From Buddhahood 17. Stingy in
Teaching 18. A Parable 19. The First Principle 20. A
Mother’s Advice 21. The Sound of One Hand 22. My Heart
Burns Like Fire 23. Eshun’s Departure 24. Reciting Sutras
25. Three Days More 26. Trading Dialogue For Lodging 27.
The Voice of Happiness 28. Open Your Own Treasure House
29. No Water, No Moon 30. Calling Card 31. Everything is
Best 32. Inch Time Foot Gem 33. Mokusen’s Hand 34. A
Smile in His Lifetime 35. Every-Minute Zen 36. Flower
Shower 37. Publishing the Sutras 38. Gisho’s Work 39.
Sleeping in the Daytime 40. In Dreamland 41. Joshu’s Zen
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42. The Dead Man’s Answer 43. Zen in a Beggar’s Life 44.
The Thief Who Became a Disciple 45. Right and Wrong 46.
How Grass and Trees Become Enlightened 47. The Stingy
Artist 48. Accurate Proportion 49. Black-Nosed Buddha 50.
Ryonen’s Clear Realization 51. Sour Miso 52. Your Light
May Go Out 53. The Giver Should Be Thankful 54. The Last
Will and Testament 55. The Tea-Master and The Assassin
56. The True Path 57. The Gates of Paradise 58. Arresting
the Stone Buddha 59. Soldiers of Humanity 60. The Tunnel
61. Gudo and the Emperor 62. In the Hands of Destiny 63.
Killing 64. Kasan Sweat 65. The Subjugation of a Ghost 66.
Children of His Majesty 67. What Are You Doing! What Are
You Saying! 68. One Note of Zen 69. Eating the Blame 70.
The Most Valuable Thing in the World 71. Learning to Be
Silent 72. The Blockhead Lord 73. Ten Successors 74. True
Reformation 75. Temper 76. The Stone Mind 77. No
Attachment to Dust 78. Real Prosperity 79. Incense Burner
80. The Real Miracle 81. Just Go to Sleep 82. Nothing Exists
83. No Work, No Food 84. True Friends 85. Time to Die 86.
The Living Buddha and the Tubmaker 87. Three Kinds of
Disciples 88. How to Write a Chinese Poem 89. Zen Dialogue
90. The Last Rap 91. The Taste of Banzo’s Sword 92. FirePoker Zen 93. Storyteller’s Zen 94. Midnight Excursion 95.
A Letter to a Dying Man 96. A Drop of Water 97. Teaching
the Ultimate 98. Non-Attachment 99. Tosui’s Vinegar 100.
The Silent Temple 101. Buddha’s Zen
In this dynamic and utterly novel presentation, David Loy
explores the fascinating proposition that the stories we
tell--about what is and is not possible, about ourselves, about
right and wrong, life and death, about the world and
everything in it--become the very building blocks of our
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experience and of reality itself. Loy uses an intriguing
mixture of quotations from familiar and less-familiar
sources and brief stand-alone micro-essays, engaging the
reader in challenging and illuminating dialogue. As we come
to see that the world is made--in a word--of stories, we come
to a richer understanding of that most elusive of Buddhist
ideas: shunyata, the "generative emptiness" that is the allpervading quality inherent to all mental and physical forms
in our ever-changing world. Reminiscent of Zen koans and
works of sophisticated poetry, this book will reward both a
casual read and deep reflection.
This is the story of Prince Siddhartha and how he became
Buddha, the Awakened One. Lyrical verse and beautiful fullcolor illustrations depict each major life event in
Siddhartha's development. His message of nonviolence,
loving-kindness, and unselfishness is vitally necessary for
today's--and tomorrow's--children. A story made for the
telling--open this tale to a child and shore up the possibility
of a bright and loving future!
101 Zen Stories
Being Selections from the Jataka
Buddhism for Beginners
Miraculous Stories from the Japanese Buddhist Tradition
The Mah?nip?ta of the J?takatthava??an?
Transforming Suffering into Peace, Joy, and Liberation
Deepak Chopra brings the Buddha back to
life in this gripping New York Times
bestselling novel about the young prince
who abandoned his inheritance to discover
his true calling. This iconic journey
changed the world forever, and the truths
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revealed continue to influence every
corner of the globe today. A young man in
line for the throne is trapped in his
father's kingdom and yearns for the
outside world. Betrayed y those closest to
him, Siddhartha abandons his palace and
princely title. Face-to-face with his
demons, he becomes a wandering monk and
embarks on a spiritual fast that carries
him to the brink of death. Ultimately
recognizing his inability to conquer his
body and mind by sheer will, Siddhartha
transcends his physical pain and achieves
enlightenment. Although we recognize
Buddha today as an icon of peace and
serenity, his life story was a tumultuous
and spellbinding affair filled with love
and sex, murder and loss, struggle and
surrender. From the rocky terrain of the
material world to the summit of the
spiritual one, Buddha captivates and
inspires—ultimately leading us closer to
understanding the true nature of life and
ourselves.
Divine Stories is the inaugural volume in
a landmark translation series devoted to
making the wealth of classical Indian
Buddhism accessible to modern readers. The
stories here, among the first texts to be
inscribed by Buddhists, highlight the
moral economy of karma, illustrating how
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gestures of faith, especially offerings,
can bring the reward of future happiness
and ultimate liberation. Originally
contained in the Divyavadana, an enormous
compendium of Sanskrit Buddhist narratives
from the early Common Era, the stories in
this collection express the moral and
ethical impulses of Indian Buddhist
thought and are a testament to the
historical and social power of narrative.
Long believed by followers to be the
actual words of the Buddha himself, these
divine stories are without a doubt some of
the most influential stories in the
history of Buddhism.
BUDDHA AND BUDDHISM - MYTHOLOGY SND
FOLKLORE, (Reprint ed.) translated from
the Pali by various hands.
Buddhism and Jainism share the concepts of
karma, rebirth, and the desirability of
escaping from rebirth. The literature of
both traditions contains many stories
about past, and sometimes future, lives
which reveal much about these foundational
doctrines. Naomi Appleton carefully
explores how multi-life stories served to
construct, communicate, and challenge
ideas about karma and rebirth within early
South Asia, examining portrayals of the
different realms of rebirth, the potential
paths and goals of human beings, and the
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biographies of ideal religious figures.
Appleton also deftly surveys the ability
of karma to bind individuals together over
multiple lives, and the nature of the
supernormal memory that makes multi-life
stories available in the first place. This
original study not only sheds light on the
individual preoccupations of Buddhist and
Jain tradition, but contributes to a more
complete history of religious thought in
South Asia, and brings to the foreground
long-neglected narrative sources.
Prince Siddhartha
The Stories of the Lotus Sutra
The Nihon Ryoiki of the Monk Kyokai
The Buddha's Wife
The Calm Buddha at Bedtime
Buddhist Stories
A blueprint for a life of mindfulness, dedicated to the
easing of suffering both for oneself and for others
The story of Shakyamuni Buddha’s epic journey to
enlightenment is perhaps the most important
narrative in the Buddhist tradition. Tenzin
Chögyel’sThe Life of the Buddha, composed in the
mid–eighteenth century and now in a vivid new
translation, is a masterly storyteller’s rendition of the
twelve acts of the Buddha. Chögyel’s classical tale
seamlessly weaves together the vast and the minute,
the earthly and the celestial, reflecting the nearomnipresent aid of the gods alongside the Buddha’s
moving final reunion with his devoted son, Rahula.
The Life of the Buddha has the power to engage
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people through a deeply human story with cosmic
implications. For more than seventy years, Penguin
has been the leading publisher of classic literature in
the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf
of the best works throughout history and across
genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
First Buddhist Women is a readable, contemporary
translation of and commentary on the enlightenment
verses of the first female disciples of the Buddha. The
book explores Buddhism’s relatively liberal attitude
towards women since its founding nearly 2,600 years
ago, through the study of the Therigatham, the
earliest know collection of women’s religious poetry.
Through commentary and storytelling, author Susan
Murcott traces the journey of the wives, mothers,
teachers, courtesan, prostitutes, and wanderers who
became leaders in the Buddhist community, roles
that even today are rarely filled by women in other
patriarchal religions. Their poetry beautifully
expresses their search for spiritual attainment and
their struggles in society.
This easy-to-understand introduction to Buddhism is
“written for people wanting to understand basic
Buddhist principles and how to integrate them into
their lives” (H.H. the Dalai Lama) This user’s guide to
Buddhist basics takes the most commonly asked
questions—beginning with “What is the essence of
the Buddha’s teachings?”—and provides simple
answers in plain English. Thubten Chodron’s
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responses to the questions that always seem to arise
among people approaching Buddhism make this an
exceptionally complete and accessible
introduction—as well as a manual for living a more
peaceful, mindful, and satisfying Life. Buddhism for
Beginners is an ideal first book on the subject for
anyone, but it’s also a wonderful resource for
seasoned students, since the question-and-answer
format makes it easy to find just the topic you’re
looking for, such as: • What is the goal of the
Buddhist path? • What is karma? • If all phenomena
are empty, does that mean nothing exists? • How can
we deal with fear? • How do I establish a regular
meditation practice? • What are the qualities I should
look for in a teacher? • What is Buddha-nature? •
Why can't we remember our past lives?
With poetry and clarity, Thich Nhat Hanh imparts
comforting wisdom about the nature of suffering and
its role in creating compassion, love, and joy – all
qualities of enlightenment. “Thich Nhat Hanh shows
us the connection between personal, inner peace,
and peace on earth.”—His Holiness the Dalai Lama In
The Heart of the Buddha’s Teaching, now revised
with added material and new insights, Nhat Hanh
introduces us to the core teachings of Buddhism and
shows us that the Buddha’s teachings are accessible
and applicable to our daily lives. Covering such
significant teachings as the Four Noble Truths, the
Noble Eightfold Path, the Three Doors of Liberation,
the Three Dharma Seals, and the Seven Factors of
Awakening, The Heart of the Buddha’s Teaching is a
radiant beacon on Buddhist thought for the initiated
and uninitiated alike.
Buddha
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The Cat Who Went to Heaven
The Heart of the Buddha's Teaching
Divyavadana
Buddhist Tales for Young and Old
Tales of Love and Wisdom for You to Read with Your
Child to Enchant, Enlighten and Inspire

In ancient Japan a struggling artist is
angered when his housekeeper brings
home a tiny white cat he can barely
afford to feed.
Building on the age-old art of
storytelling, this beautiful book
retells 20 ancient Buddhist tales in a
way that will aid relaxation and
prepare your child for sleep.
Buddhist Stories is part of the
Storyteller series of illustrated books
featuring stories from the world's
major religions accompanied by fact
boxes providing background and
supplementary information on each
religion under consideration.
Inspired by his years of Buddhist
monastic life, Gil Fronsdal has written
these warm-hearted stories as part of
the tradition of teaching through
storytelling. These are tales of
transformation and spiritual growth.
They delight and challenge as they
express different facets of the
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Buddhist path to liberation in
familiar, yet fresh and engaging, ways.
These stories can be reread often, each
time supporting new reflec- tions on
the spiritual life and the possibility
of each person awakening to the
kindness, clarity and insight available
to all of us. A Monastery Within points
to how each person can build an inner
home for the awakened life.
The Life of the Buddha
The Path of Awakening Together
Tales from the Buddhist Path
Forgotten Stories of Women in the
Buddha's Life
Narrating the Bodhisatta Path
The Story of Buddha
Buddhist parables for children.
Jataka stories (stories about the previous births of the
Buddha) are very popular in Theravada Buddhist
countries, where they are found in both canonical texts
and later compositions and collections, and are
commonly used in sermons, children's books, plays,
poetry, temple illustrations, rituals and festivals. Whilst
at first glance many of the stories look like common
fables or folktales, Buddhist tradition tells us that the
stories illustrate the gradual path to perfection
exemplified by the Buddha in his previous births, when
he was a bodhisatta (buddha-to-be). Jataka stories have
had a long and colourful history, closely intertwined
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with the development of doctrines about the Buddha,
the path to buddhahood, and how Buddhists should
behave now the Buddha is no more. This book explores
the shifting role of the stories in Buddhist doctrine,
practice, and creative expression, finally placing this
integral Buddhist genre back in the centre of scholarly
understandings of the religion.
Path of Compassion is a collection of key stories from
Thich Nhat Hanh s classic Old Path White Clouds, a
book celebrating its 20th publishing anniversary this
year. It tells the fascinating life story of Prince
Siddhartha, who left his family and renounced his
carefully guarded life, and after many years of spiritual
seeking became the Buddha, the Enlightened One. Far
more than the description of an unusual life story, it
serves as an enjoyable, compelling, and informative
introduction to Buddhism by conveying its most
important teachings in a compact and accessible format.
Thich Nhat Hanh s ability to show the Buddha as a
person who deals with the same life issues as we do is
unique and unsurpassed. Written in language accessible
to readers of all ages and levels of experience Thich
Nhat Hanh combines the description of the major life
stages of the Buddha with his most important teachings.
Reaching far beyond the biography genre Path of
Compassion is a highly readable and informative
introduction to Buddhism.
This lush, beautifully illustrated narrative breathes
humanity and warmth into one of the most famous and
enigmatic koans of the Zen tradition. The Story of Mu
uses luminous illustrations and a mythic narrative
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structure to convey the great potential for peace and
enlightenment that we all carry hidden within ourselves.
Shot through with ineffable thisness and thussness,
Mu spins a visually rich, cosmogonic fable about the
origins of the universe of space, time, matter, and life. It
also touches something lost but always present within
the human heart: an awakeness that is without flaw,
from the beginning before the beginning.
Narrating Karma and Rebirth
King Fruitful
Buddhism for Children Level 2
A Concise Guide to Its History & Teachings
Buddhist and Jain Multi-Life Stories
101 Buddha Stories
The Lotus Sutra is one of the world's great
religious scriptures and most influential texts. It
has been a seminal work in the development of
Buddhism throughout East Asia and, by extension
in the development of Mahayana Buddhism
throughout the world. Taking place in a vast and
fantastical cosmic setting, the Lotus Sutra places
emphasis on skillfully doing whatever is needed
to serve and compassionately care for others, on
breaking down sharp distinctions between the
ideals of the fully enlightened buddha and the
bodhisattva who vows to postpone personal
salvation until all beings may share it together,
and especially on each and every being's innate
capacity to become a buddha.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Thought
leader, visionary, philanthropist, mystic, and yogi
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Sadhguru presents Western readers with a timetested path to achieving absolute well-being: the
classical science of yoga. “A loving invitation to
live our best lives and a profound reassurance of
why and how we can.”—Sir Ken Robinson, author
of The Element, Finding Your Element, and Out
of Our Minds: Learning to Be Creative NAMED
ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
SPIRITUALITY & HEALTH The practice of hatha
yoga, as we commonly know it, is but one of eight
branches of the body of knowledge that is yoga.
In fact, yoga is a sophisticated system of selfempowerment that is capable of harnessing and
activating inner energies in such a way that your
body and mind function at their optimal capacity.
It is a means to create inner situations exactly
the way you want them, turning you into the
architect of your own joy. A yogi lives life in this
expansive state, and in this transformative book
Sadhguru tells the story of his own awakening,
from a boy with an unusual affinity for the
natural world to a young daredevil who crossed
the Indian continent on his motorcycle. He
relates the moment of his enlightenment on a
mountaintop in southern India, where time stood
still and he emerged radically changed. Today, as
the founder of Isha, an organization devoted to
humanitarian causes, he lights the path for
millions. The term guru, he notes, means
“dispeller of darkness, someone who opens the
door for you. . . . As a guru, I have no doctrine to
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teach, no philosophy to impart, no belief to
propagate. And that is because the only solution
for all the ills that plague humanity is selftransformation. Self-transformation means that
nothing of the old remains. It is a dimensional
shift in the way you perceive and experience life.”
The wisdom distilled in this accessible, profound,
and engaging book offers readers time-tested
tools that are fresh, alive, and radiantly new.
Inner Engineering presents a revolutionary way
of thinking about our agency and our humanity
and the opportunity to achieve nothing less than
a life of joy.
How and when did the many schools of Buddhism
emerge? How does the historical figure of
Siddartha Guatama relate to the many teachings
that are presented in his name? Did Buddhism
modify the cultures to which it was introduced, or
did they modify Buddhism? Leading Buddhist
scholar Donald S. Lopez Jr. explores the origins
of this 2,500-year-old religion and traces its
major developments up to the present, focusing
not only on the essential elemenmts common to
all schools of Buddhism but also revealing the
differences among the major traditions.
Beginning with the creation and structure of the
Buddhist universe, Lopez explores the life of the
Buddha, the core Buddhist tenets, and the
development of the monastic life and lay
practices. Combining brilliant scholarship with
fascinating stories -- contemporary and
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historical, sometimes miraculous, sometimes
humorous -- this rich and absorbing volume
presents a fresh and expert history of Buddhism
and Buddhist life.
This is the first collection of Buddhist legends in
Japan, and these stories form the repertoire of
miraculous events and moral examples that later
Buddhist priests used for preaching to the
people. As Kyokai describes his own intentions,
"By editing these stories of miraculous events I
want to pull the people forward by the ears, offer
my hand to lead them to good, and show them
how to cleanse their feet of evil" (p.222).
Nakamura's book is actually two works in one:
first an introduction to the Nihon ryoiki, and
then an annotated translation. The introduction
analyzes the life of the author and the influence
of earlier writings, and provides a valuable
synthesis of the world view reflected in the work.
The annotated translation renders the more than
one hundred stories into English narrative, with
copious notes. Difficult terms are identified in
the text with the original Chinese characters,
while historical matters and Buddhist technical
terms are explained in the footnotes.
Inner Engineering
First Buddhist Women
Encounters with Enlightenment
Poems and Stories of Awakening
Stars at Dawn
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